SPORTS AND EXERCISE LIBRARY RESEARCH NOTEBOOK ASSIGNMENT
Davis Library - University of Rio Grande and Rio Grande Community College

Using Davis Library’s Sports and Exercise LibGuide, libguides.rio.edu/sports, students will submit a Research Notebook documenting research activity regarding some topic sports and/or exercise science. The Notebook should be neatly organized, well labeled, and contain the following information for each question:

Author, Title, How It Was Found, and a Description of the Thing

1. Under the Page Reference Websites, students will include information describing one source found from any of these online reference resources and relevant to the topic.

2. Under the Page Books, and the Box marked RioCat, students will include information describing one book (print or online) found in Davis Library.

3. Under the Page Books, and the Box marked OhioLINK Central Library Catalog, include information describing one book (print or online) found in other Ohio college libraries. Ordering the book is not necessary: Find descriptions of the book in the full entry.

4. Under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked SPORTDiscuss - Best for Sports and Exercise, include information about one article, and provide a citation in APA style bibliographic format.

5. Under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked Other OhioLINK Sports and Exercise Related Databases, include information about one article from any two databases. Include citations in APA style bibliographic format for both.

6. Under the Page Articles in Periodicals and Journals, and the Box marked Sports and Exercise Related Periodicals in OhioLINK's EJournal Finder - Easy Online Browsing Through Professional Journals, provide the description of one article. Also, include a citation in APA style bibliographic format. This question is student’s choice: Not necessarily related to the topic.

7. Under the Page Miscellaneous, and the Box marked Professional Associations and Certifications, find one resource from any of the websites listed. This question is student’s choice: Not necessarily related to the topic.

Need Help? See Tim Snow in Davis Library
Phone: 740-245-7005
Email: RefDesk@Rio.Edu